
  

Week Beginning  
Monday 15th June 2020 

Reception 

Hi everyone! Hoping you are all happy and well.  To put everyone’s mind at rest, this week’s planning links home and school learning wherever possible.  For those of you 

home schooling it will be lovely to see your posts on seesaw.  We are going to continue making mini books each week following a theme that the children have shown interest 

in.  This week’s learning will focus on ‘Space’ as lots of the children have been talking about the SpaceX Launch.   

 
DAY MATHEMATICS ENGLISH TASKS FOR THIS WEEK OTHER SUBJECT TASKS 
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Visit the White Rose website for this week’s 

activities.  This week’s activities are all based on the 

book ‘Princess Mirror-Belle and the Dragon Pox’ 

by Julia Donaldson.  If you would like to listen to 

the story, click here for a YouTube video. 

Read along with ‘Time for School’ on Big Cat books. 

Pause each page and have a go reading independently.  

Some of you are at school and some of you are at home 

school. Can you write a timetable of your day/week too? 

ICT- Research Space X launch: Could this 

mission find life in space? Don’t forget 

Newsround on CBBC has some great clips. 
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Visit the White Rose website for this week.   

Read  ‘Discover Mars’ on Big Cat books.  Pause each 

page and have a go reading independently. Using the 

book to help you can you draw and label the planets 

from Page 2. 

Topic-Design a front cover for your ‘Space Book’  

Put your picture from this morning into your book. 

What questions about space would you like to find 

out the answrs to? 
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Visit the White Rose website for this week.   
Read p1-23 ‘Blast Off to the Moon’ on Big Cats.  Can 

you draw and label an astronaut using p9 to help you?   

Topic-Write 3 sentences about what it would be like 

to be an astronaut in space.  Think about what it 

would be like to launch in a rocket, how would you 

feel floating in space? 
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Visit the White Rose website for this week.   

Read p1-23 ‘Let’s Build a Rocket’ on Curriculum 

Visions.  Can you design your own rocket? What 

special features would it have? 

Art-Can you make your own rocket using recycled 

materials from around the house? Maybe you 

could make your own astronaut using tinfoil too. 
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 Visit the White Rose website for this week.   

Story Writing-Here is your story opener… 

I landed in my rocket and saw an alien standing there. 

What would you like to happen next?  What does your 

alien look like? Are they friendly or not?  

 

PSE- Write your happy list from this week. 

One thing that made you smile, one thing that made 

you go ‘Wow!’ and one thing that was really kind. 

What are you proud of this week? 
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